142 ENGLISH AS MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION
The third argument is demolished by the verdict of
experienced teachers and headmasters that the use of
English as a medium hampers progress both in English
and in subjects taught through English; in English,
because the teachers of other subjects are not so much
-concerned in improving the pupils' English as in
teaching their own subjects, and thus allow numerous
errors in English to become habitual or leave it to the
teacher of English to undo the harm; and in subjects
taught through English, because, in consequence of the
difficulty of the medium, the pupil either masters the
matter more slowly, or memorizes the words of the book.
At the best the pupil's English loses as much in accuracy
as it gains in fluency or increased vocabulary, while in
his other subjects his progress is hampered. Thus the
use of a vernacular medium is claimed as a condition of
progress in all subjects excluding English itself.
The advantage is also adduced of the stimulus thus
given to the development of vernacular school literature
and the improvement in the pupil's vernacular, through
his use of it in most of his lessons. One of the obsta-
•cles mentioned in this book in the way of the efficient
teaching of English is the insufficient mastery of the
vernacular. Thus the teaching of English may stand
io gain in more ways than one through its abolition as a
schcfol medium for instruction in other subjects.
Bearing of the Question on Method in Teaching English
Whatever be the balance of opinion on this controvers-
ial question, the important point for the teacher is the
bearing of the use of English as a medium upon method
in teaching English. Two practical considerations arise.
One is that whatever the stage or subject in which English
is introduced as a medium, the business of the teacher of
.English is so to adapt his teaching as to lighten the task
-of the-pupil when he reaches that subject and stage.
This he can do by modifying the pupil's working vocab-
ulary accordingly, giving special lessons, say, intheprer
liminary year to introduce and practise the more essential
.parts of the vocabulary characteristic of that English
medium used in the following year. He may even antici-

